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Recently, concerned residents have advised City Staff that coyotes have been seen wandering
through

streets

and

yards

in Belvedere. This report reviews the options available to the

community to address the coyote presence.
Findings

The coyote is a wild, non-game animal, found throughout North America. It is known as a
garbage can

bandit"

and will eat meat, fish, vegetables, fruit, grain, or anything else that is

available including rodents, rabbits and other small animals. Coyotes will also prey on poultry,
sheep and goats as well as deer. They tend to be active after dusk and before daylight, and are
naturally cautious around humans.

The Marin Humane Society provides animal control services countywide. They will respond to a
call about a coyote

only if the

animal

is " aggressive" or is believed to pose a threat to public

safety, such as threatening humans or domestic pets in a confined yard. They do not respond to
sightings.

MHS offers the following advice regarding coyotes:
Clear away bushes and dense weeds where rodents, reptiles, and insects dwell. The greater

part of a coyote' s diet consists of these critters, so keeping them away and off your
property will help keep the coyote at bay, too.

Since coyotes like meat and fish dishes, be sure to fasten garbage can lids tightly if one of
these was on the dinner menu. Coyotes will also eat oats, vegetables and fruits, so dispose

of these foods properly, too. Remove fallen fruit from underneath fruit trees.
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Be sure to pick up your pet' s food dishes if you feed him/her outdoors. And, for safety
sake, keep your pet inside at night. Cats and small dogs can become quick prey when left
outside unattended.

If you encounter a coyote in your yard, spray them with water from the hose or make loud
noises to scare them away.

The mature coyote is a skilled hunter and has been known to prey upon deer. So, when
planting a garden or shrubbery, pick deer-resistant plants to keep the deer away.
Never intentionally feed or befriend a coyote. In Marin it is illegal to feed wildlife.
Staff also contacted Conrad Jones, Sr. Environmental Scientist with the California Department of

Fish and Wildlife ( CDFW) stationed in Yountville, who explained that their agency will respond
to a coyote sighting only if there is excessive property damage or a threat to public safety. They
do not " relocate" coyotes from one location to another. In the event there is a serious threat, Mr.

Jones suggested that the city' s Police Department would likely be able to respond more quickly
than CDFW.

Literature from the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture Wildlife Services reiterates the advice of Marin

Humane Society and CDFW, emphasizing the importance of keeping ones property free of any
food or water source that would attract a coyote.

Information on coyotes has been posted on the City' s website.
Recommendation

Receive report.

Attachments
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Living with Coyotes— Marin Humane Society
Keep Me Wild— Ca. Dept. of Fish and Game

3.

Coyotes in Towns

and

Suburbs— USDA Wildlife Services
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Feeding coyotes is illegal in
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Relocating a problem coyote is not an option because it
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Coyote country"' precautions
Never feed or attempt to tame coyotes. The result

may be deadly conflicts with pets or livestock, orCoYote-Proof Containers
serious
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not
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leave

use garbage cans that have a
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Be aware that coyotes are more active in the

spring, when feeding and protecting their young.
If followed by a coyote, make loud noises. If this
fails, throw rocks in the animal's direction.

If a coyote attacks a person, (immediately contactL
the nearest Department of Fish and Game or law
enforcement office.
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Coyotes primarily hunt rodents and rabbits for food, but
will take advantage of whatever is available, including
garbage, pet food, and domestic animals.

Put garbage in tightly closed containers that cannot
be tipped over.
Remove

sources of water,

especially in

dry

download Crorbu,.
r_e

climates,

Bring pets in at night, and do not leave pet food
outside.

Put away bird feeders at night to avoid attracting
rodents and other coyote prey.
Provide

secure enclosures

for rabbits, poultry, etc.

6V

Pick up fallen fruit and cover compost piles.
Ask your neighbors to follow these tips.
Please respect and protect wild animals.

Keep them wild.
dewnl'rtiadovote ao-sten

A campaign supported by the
California Department of Fish andGame

0 2011 California Department of Fish and Game. Afl rights reserved.

Website concept by OneWorld Communications, San Francisco www,oAcom,co

htfn- 1/ vA,vw. dffy.(. q.

gov/ keennilewild/ covote. htmI
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Coyotes are active mainly during the night, but they can also move.
during the day. Most sightings of coyotes occur during the hours
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Females are

generally smaller than males, and western coyotes are generally smaller
than eastern coyotes.
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Most coyotes are brownish gray in colon

belly.

However, a coyote' s color varies

and may be somewhat darker or lighter depending upon the geographic
region and the time of year. Most coyotes have dark or black hairs over
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Urban Area Coyote

Walk your dog on a leash and accompany

your pet outside, especially at night. Provide

Coyotes have learned that

easy prey. Newspapers

Store pet and

e Fencing your yard could deter coyotes. The fence

become

easy

outdoors.

that provides h i d'i ng cover for coyotes or prey,
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less
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and caution is the watchword when they are around.
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throwing
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Shorten the length of calving or lambing seasons.
Confine livestock in a coyote- proof corral at night

frequency

when coyotes are most likely to attack livestock.

if practiced

Use lights above corrals.

in

Remove dead livestock so coyotes won' t be

to

coyotes are adaptable

attracted to scavenge.

new ways of survival.
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sightings most
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coyotes

Use net-wire or electric fencing to keep coyotes,
away from livestock.

your area.
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Remove habitats that provide homes to natural

they

calving areas.

Use strobe lights and sirens to scare coyotes away.

will go somewhere else.

e

Suburban/ Semi- rural

Use guard animals, such as dogs, donkeys, and
llamas, to protect livestock.
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kill

USDA—WS ( 1—,866- 487- 3297) or visit www.aphis.
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WS, is not the sole source for

wildllife damage management services; these services
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WWildlife
Services
Protecting People I Protecting Agriculture I Protecting Wildlife

USDA
United States Department of Agriculture
AnimM and Plant Health Inspection Service

The U. S, Department of Agriculture( USDA), prohibits discrimination in all its programs and actill the basis of race, color, nationalorigin, sex, religion, age, disability,
political beliefs, sexual! orlentalbin, or maritail or family status, ( Not all prohibited bases apply to gall programs) Persons with disabilifles, who require aiternative means
for communication of program inrormatlon( Braille, large print, audiotape, etc.) should contact USDAs TARGET Center at( 202) 720-2600( voice and TDD).

To fille a complaint of discdmina lion, write USDA, Director, Office of Ovill Rights, Room 326-W, Whitten Building, 1400 independence Avenue,
SW, Washington, DC 20M-9410 or call( 202) 720-5964( VD[ce and TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
Mention of companies or commercial products does not imply recornmencialJon orendorsement by the USDA over others, not menfloned. The USDA neither guarantees
nor warrants the standard of any product menfioned. Product names are mentioned solely to report factually on avallabie data and to provide spedfic information.

